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THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
How important was the reduction in the number of employees brought
about by the decline in business activity occurring between 1920 and 1922?
The object of this chapter is to answer the above question.
THE COMPARATIVE MEASURABILITY OF EMPLOYMENT AND
UNEMPLOYMENT
It will be observed that the purpose is to measure change in the number
working as employees rather than variations in the amount of unemploy-
ment.This form of stating the problem is imperative and not optional.
Several statisticians have compiled satisfactory indices of unemployment
but none has succeeded in measuring its absolute volume, and it is safe
to say that none will ever obtain a quantitative statement of the extent of
this malady which will successfully withstand the attacks of careful critics.
The obstacle which prevents the accurate measurement of the quantity
of unemployment is the fact that it is a condition subject to as many
definitions as there are writers on the subject.This fact becomes apparent
when we analyze the conditions that cause people to work or stop working.
Obviously the potential maximum of employment is very much higher
than anything ever experienced by present-day Americans.Under condi-
tions of extreme stress all able-bodied persons over seven years of age might
work from twelve to fourteen hours daily.Household duties might be
reduced to a fraction of their present extent and the entire population out-
side of the sick, infirm, and small children might devote part or all of the
day to what the Census Bureau calls "gainful occupations."Under such
circumstances, one could say that employment had reached a maximum.
As the country returned to normal, there would, of course, be a tremendous
decline in the volume of employment.Would all of this decline represent
unemployment?If so, it follows that under normal conditions we ex-
perience perhaps fifty per cent of idleness.To most people, however, such
a statement seems absurd.They will say that only those desiring employ-
ment can be classed as unemployed and that, when the emergency is past,
the new percentage of unemployment must be based upon the number de-
siring work under normal conditions—in other words, that what is sought
is a measure of voluntary unemployment.
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Experience shows, however, that it is exceedingly difficult to ascertain
just who is to be counted as desiring work and what conditions are to be
considered normal.Thousands of persons are on the border line.Is the
sick man to be counted as unemployed?If so, does he still continue in
this status if he remains disabled for years?If he is unemployed, does the
same hold true of the cripple who has never been able to work regularly?
These problems are not easy to solve, but they are simple as compared
to those involving the relations of employment to pay and working condi-
tions in different phases, of the business cycle.
It will perhaps be easier to see this last problem in its true light if we con-
sider in connection with it an analogous case in another field.When cotton
prices fell sharply during the autumn of 1920, many a farmer felt that prices
were too low and refused to sell his crop.True, he could market it readily
enough if he were willing to sell for any price offered; but the price be could
get commonly would not cover production costs and frequently its accept-
ance spelled ruin.Therefore, he held on, and much of his cotton remained
on his farm unsold.His refusal to market his crop helped to check the
price decline and probably prevented prices from falling as low as they
otherwise would have done.If he was financially able, he may have held
his cotton until prices rose again at the close of 1921.If, however, he was
poor, he was forced to sell earlier—even at a serious loss.Eventually,
however, either a forced sale, the rising market price, or the deterioration of
the old cotton caused his unsold stock to disappear.
Is there not a close parallel between this situation and what occurred in
the labor market at about the same dates?It is a well-known fact that, in
the latter part of 1920, there was a serious diminution in the volume of
orders for factory products with a resulting collapse in the prices of these
goods.Since labor is the second largest item of factory costs, employers
could not retain their entire force at the old wage level.Not oniy must
they reduce purchases of raw materials: they must also either cut wages
or lay off their less essential employees.At a much lower wage rate, many
employers could have afforded to manufacture for stock and many more
workers could have been retained on the pay rolls.Most of the employees,
however, were not disposed to accept a cut when the option was offered
—and it was not offered in all cases, for many employers, knowing that a
wage reduction meant trouble, closed their factories without stopping to
discuss the matter.Like, the cotton planters, wage earners very generally
held out for the old rates.As a result, many were laid off—in other words,
their labor, like the cotton on the Southern plantation, remained unsold.
In economic parlance, the price bid by the employer fell below the price
asked by the employee, and unemployment was the inevitable result.
Are we to consider the idleness of the employees under such circum-
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stances voluntary or involuntary?The cotton farmer held his cotton be-
cause he thought it unwise to accept a serious loss when the prospects were
that he would get a better price later.The laborers deemed it bad policy
to accept a cut because they feared it would be hard to reestablish the wage
rates which they had fought hard to win.'
Eventually, as has been noted, poverty compelled many of the cotton
farmers to sell their cotton below cost of production.Table LVII indicates
that, by the beginning of 1921, factory laborers were also being compelled
by hard times to market their labor at lower prices, and that this process
went on throughout the year, for wage rates continued slowly to decline.
Table V shows that, by the last quarter of 1921, this process, coupled pre-
sumably with a reduction in the stocks of manufactured products on hand,
had caused the number of employees at work in manufacturing to increase
noticeably.By the spring of 1922 there was, then, less labor unsold, just
as on the cotton plantation there was less cotton unsold.In more technical
terms, we may say that either when the price at which the employee holds
his labor falls below the price which the employer is willing to pay, or when
the employer's demand price for labor rises above the holding price of the
employee, unemployment disappears.
Whether it was wise or unwise for the cotton farmers to hold their cotton
or the factory employees to stand out for the old wage rates must remain
largely a, matter of opinion.The statistician is not concerned, however,
with the merits or demerits of any policy.The only question at issue here
is whether the cyclical unemployment of 1921 was voluntary or involun-
tary.Does the evidence not indicate that many workers had a measure
of choice between unemployment and wage maintenance, just as cotton
planters had a measure of choice between selling and holding for a better
price?Probably, in particular sections, some grades of cotton could not
be sold for any price.Presumably, likewise, in certain localities, given
classes of workers might not have been able to sell their labor at any wage,
but there are no data showing the number of such cases.Without such
figures, how can we measure the amount of unemployment which is in-
voluntary?
The crucial difficulty in measuring the per cent of involuntary unem-
ployment is, then, the fixing of a base.The evidence shows that this base
is practically indeterminate.The best method of dealing with the problem
seems therefore to be to cut the Gordian knot and to treat of employment
Colonel M. C. Rorty, one of the Bureau's directors, comments as follows: "Labor-
ers might not necessarily lose in the long run if, in times of depression, they were prompt
to accept wage liquidations. There is a theory, which is at least worthy of consideration,
that the principal reason for the greater seventy of business crises in modern times is that
wage earners are better organized and hold out for a longer time against necessary wage
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rather than unemployment. Here we have a really tangible quantity. No
elusive base is involved. We can deal with a unit susceptible of statistical
measurement—a week's work, a day's work, or an hour's work for one
employee. We can ascertain the changes that have taken place from time
to time in the total number of days or of employee hours worked and in
this way we can measure definitely one of the effects of the business cycle
upon the employees of the country.It is this method that is pursued in
the following pages.
Do EMPLOYEES SHWr PROM ONE INDUSTRY TO ANOTHER?
Pay roll statistics have been compiled for a number of years by the
Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics for Massachusetts factories.In recent
years, similar data have been collected elsewhere.These records have
shown large fluctuations in the numbers employed. It has, however, always
been a matter of doubt as to whether diminutions in the numbers on the
factory pay rolls did or did not represent a falling off in the total volume of
employment. Might it not be true that the decline in factory employment
represented mainly a shift of employees from the manufacturing field to
other industries? Hitherto, no information has been available which would
enable one to answer this question.In the present investigation, the at-
tempt has been made to throw light upon this subject from two different
directions.First, inquiries have been made to ascertain whether given
individuals have shifted their occupations from one industry to another.
Second, employers in all important industries have been canvassed to see
whether any industry has taken on the employees laid off by the factories.
The results of the first inquiry are shown in Tables II, III, and IV.
The chief impression received from a careful study of Table II is one of
stability.Manifestly there has been no tendency worth mentioning for the
sons or daughters to change occupations because of the fluctuations of the
business cycle.The number of factory workers in this group declined by
less than a dozen persons. The oniy shift of moment was the movement of
those not gainfully occupied into the ranks of professional service, com-
merce, and trade, and this change is explained mainly by the fact that a
considerable number of boys and girls finished school during the period and
began clerking in stores or teaching school.
Table III gives a similar record for the families of entrepreneurs. Those
reporting this information for their families are for the most part men doing
business on a small scale. They have given quarter by quarter the occupa-
tions followed by themselves or by members of their respective families. This
table shows even less evidence of change than does Table II.Evidently,
the period 1920 to 1922 witnessed no important shift in the industrial





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENTS OF 658 PERSONS WHO WERE EMPLOYEES
AT LEAST PART OF THE TIME IN 1920 OR 1921 AND WHO WERE
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Table IV records the changes in the industrial attachments of 658 em-
ployees scattered over the United States. Those who were out of work were
assigned for this classification to the last industry in which they had been
employed.This accounts for the small number reported as not gainfully
occupied. Those doing clerical work of an unspecified nature were assigned
arbitrarily to "Commerce and Trade." When this fact is considered, the
table seems simply to emphasize the same points brought out by the two
previously considered—namely, that the only change of moment has been
occasioned by boys and girls finishing school and going to work.
The combined evidence of the three tables is that the transition from
a boom to a depression is accompanied by practically no shift of workersTHE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 29
from one industrial field to another.If this is true, employees laid off in an
industry must, for the most part, either remain idle or go to work on their
own account—often at such casual work as canvassing or peddling. More
light upon the validity of this conclusion will be furnished by Tables V, VI,
VII, and VIII, which show the average numbers of employees on the pay
rolls of the various industries in each quarter during the period.
CHANGES IN THE NUMBERS EMPLOYED IN VARIous INDUSTRIES
In the last column of these tables are entered figures intended to show the
decline in employment brought about by the cycle.Since many of the in-
dustries under consideration are seasonal and since no data are available
which make it possible to eliminate the seasonal swings, it has been neces-
sary to compare the figures for corresponding quarters only, in order to
avoid gross error in the case of seasonal industries.In such instances, the
procedure followed has been first to ascertain the maximum difference
between corresponding quarters and then to divide this difference by the
number employed in the first quarter of the pair chosen.While frequently
this method will produce results somewhat smaller than the actual maximum
decline, the error is not likely to be large enough to vitiate the comparison
of one industry with another.
When the figures show an increase from one year to another, the rule
followed has been to take the minimum increase between corresponding
quarters.This method seems to give a fair comparison, for, in most in-
stances, the quarters compared are the same as thoseused in measuring the
maximum decline in several other industries.Practically the same proced-
ure has been followed in computing the last column of a large number of
the tables in this volume.
The figures that appear in this and many of the succeeding tables are not
the totals of the samples sent in, but rather the estimated totals for the
country as a whole. The items have been given weights representing the
estimated numbers employed in the respective industrial fields in order that
errors due to faulty sampling may be reduced to a minimum.' This pro-
cedure enables us to form an intelligible picture of what really happened
to the number employed in the United States as a whole.
Table V indicates that 5,033,000 fewer workers were on the. pay rolls in
the early part of 1922 than were employed ill the third quarter of 1920.
However, part of this decline was seasonal.If we compare the third quar-
ters, we discover that there were 4,102,000 fewer people at work in 1921 than
in 1920, or about one-seventh of all who had been employed at the earlier
date.
1Asis shown in Table I, in certain important industries reports were received for













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 31
Though one is impressed by the very great seasonal fluctuations in agri-
cultural employment, there is no evidence of any startling change brought
about in that field by the business cycle.There was apparently a slight
tendency for farmers to hire fewer employees during the depression, but in
corresponding quarters the number of employees diminished by only about
100,000. In the light of this evidence there is then no reason to believe that
the farmers took on any considerable number of the workers whom the fac-
tories, mines, and railways, laid off.Since the sample of farms secured is
large enough to be representative, this conclusion seems to rest on a firm
foundation and strengthens thQindicationsgiven by the figures pertaining
to entrepreneurs' families that the depression was accompanied by a strik-
ing decline in the total volume of employment in the urban industries of the
United States. When the agricultural industry is excluded, the decline in
other fields is shown to be almost exactly4,000,000, which accords very well
indeed with the estimates by experts made for the President's Conference
on Unemployment in September, 1921.'
In Tables VI, VII, and VIII, the pay-roll records are divided according
to the size of the enterprise as measured by the number of workers em-
ployed. These tables show that concerns having 100 employees in the
first quarter of 1920 laid off 3,300,000 out of the 4,100,000 who were re-
moved from the pay rolls, while two-thirds of the remaining reduction
occprred in enterprises employing 21 to 100 persons at the date mentioned
and this despite the fact that about one-third of all employees work for
employers hiring fewer than 21 persons. Of the seventeen industrial groups
for which records appear in the table, only five showed a cyclical falling off
in numbers employed of as much as 6 per cent for enterprises in which Cewer
than 21 employees were working in 1920, while, in the large scale enterprises,
12 out of the 17 register declines of more than 10 per cent.
Although these records give unequivocal evidence that it is primarily the
large concern which is affected by a business depression, it is by no means
easy to determine why this should be the case.It is possible that the small
employer keeps less accurate accounts, and since he is not in a position to
judge as to what size of working force is most advantageous, the number of
persons on his pay roll depends largely upon custom rather than upon the
size of. current profits.Perhaps the small employer, being well acquainted
with his employees, is so much interested in the welfare of the latter that
his relationships with them are not governed primarily by purely business
considerations.It may be that the demand for the products of small estab-
lishments is inherently more stable than that for the output of the larger
concerns.It is not unlikely that the smaller concern, as compared to the
larger one, is usually in closer touch with the consumer of its products—for































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 35
example, makes more of its goods to order—and that this more direct con-
nection lessens the tendency to accumulate too large stocks or to overpro-
duce in periodswben business men in are unduly optimistic.Per-
haps in times of depression, when "hand-to-mouth" buying is the rule, the
small concern profits by taking numerous small orders, none of which would
justify the attention of a large plant that had shut down or reduced its force.
Without further research, it is impossible to say whether the tendency of
large employers to give less stable employment than do the smaller concerns
arises from some of the causes just suggested or whether it has an entirely
different origin.The discovery that unemployment is directly correlated
with the size of the enterprise opens up, however, a whole vista of surmises
concerning the probable history of unemployment and its relation to indus-
trial organization. Did cyclical unemployment come into being only after.
the advent of concerns hiring thousands of employees? Is the business cycle
an outgrowth of industrial concentration?Such questions are alluring—
but, unfortunately, this interesting field of speculation lies beyond the scope
of the present inquiry.
Although the tables record a wide divergence between different industries
in the extent of the decline, nearly all of them are alike in showing at the
time of the depression a reduction in total numbers employed.True, the
miscellaneous hand trades show the numbers on the pay rolls increased, but
the gain was entirely negligible.Agriculture, public, professional, and do-
mestic service, miscellaneous transportation enterprises, retail and wholesale
concerns, paper and printing establishments, and financial institutions all
succeeded in retaining the bulk of their employees. Mines, steam railways,
factories, and building enterprises were, as a rule, hard hit.Factories en-
gaged in turning out metal products, vehicles, and the like suffered most of
all, the medium-sized establishments in this group reducing. their working
forces by more than one-half. The large factories included in this category
laid off more than forty per cent of their working forces and conditions were
reported to be as bad in medium-sized mines and in large scale construction
enterprises.
The Bureau of the Census compiled for this study more detailed tables
than it is possible to present in the limited space here available and it is
worth while .to note a few points therefrom in regard to the of the cycle
in different geographical sections of the United States. The decline in em-
ployment in financial institutions was confined almost entirely to large scale
enterprises in the northeastern part of the country. The South laid off a
larger proportion of workers in textile and chemical mills than did other
regions.In most industries, however, the effects of the cycle appear to
have been much the throughout the United States..36 EMPLOYMENT HOURS AND EARNINGS
THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES ON FARMS
Statistics concerning employment in agriculture have heretofore been
almost non-existent, and the information secured by this inquiry appears
to be so thoroughly representative that it is worth while to present the re-
suits in some detail.Table V shows that the farmers of the country, even
though they apparently did not allow the cycle to affect materially the
number of men hired, nevertheless employed about 900,000 more workers
in the third than in the first quarter of each year.Seasonal unemployment
among agricultural workers represents, then, a quantity of the first mag-
nitude.
Table IX records the average number of employees working on a single
farm in each of the quarters under consideration.The fact should be kept
in mind, however, that the Crop Reporters of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture are not typical farmers but employ far more help than
do the average of their neighbors.That such is the case is made evident
by the figures in Table IX.This table shows that, in 1920, the average
Crop Reporter kept in his employ 1.46 men.If every farmer employed
an equal number of male workers, the total for the United States would
amount to about nine million hired men.The Census of Occupations for
1920, however, shows that on January 1 of that year there were only
1,843,307 males classed as hired agricultural laborers.Though the Census
count, because of the season of the year when made, may be too low to
represent the average it is, nevertheless, clear that the typical Crop Re-
porter hires three to five times as much labor as do farmers in general. The
figures in Tables IX to XII, therefore, cannot be considered representative
as to absolute numbers but there is, notwithstanding, every reason to
believe that they are satisfactory criteria of the relative conditions existing
in different sections of the United States; for it is highly probable that, in
regions where much help is hired, the Crop Reporters hire many employees,
and vice versa.
Table IX shows how much greater are the seasonal variations in the
North than in the South—and the striking seasonal changes characterizing
the Rocky Mountain section.This table also makes the fact clear that,
as a rule, farmers in the extreme East and West hire much more help than
do those in the Mississippi Valley, the New England or Pacific farmer
finding work for approximately three times as many assistants as does the
farmer in the North Central section.
In general, five times as many men as women are employed on the farms
of the United States.Of the male employees, about as many are hired by
the month as by the day, and of the female employees nearly twice as









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 39
work by females is most common in the East and the South.The North
Central and Rocky Mountain farmers employ little female help of any kind.
Table X shows the way in which the various classes of farm labor are dis-
tributed on the farms of the Crop Reporters of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
The figures indicate that one employee of either class is the most common
number hired.Scarcely one Crop Reporter in a hundred hires as many as
ten laborers from either class of employees.But this merely illustrates the
well known fact that farming remains a small scale industry.
While it is probable that females are, as a rule, hired by the day to do a
different type of work on farms from that performed by those employed by
the week, the duties of male agricultural workers are much the same whether
they work by the day or by the month.It has appeared worth while,
therefore, to construct Table XI which classifies the farms of the United
States on the basis of all male employees at work without regard to the
form of contract existing.This table shows that the modal Crop Reporter
in every section of the United States hires an average of less than two em-
ployees and that, even in rush seasons, one-third, of these farmers hire no
men.
Tables XII and XIII portray the distribution of female workers on the
farms of the United States.Table XII indicates that nine-tenths of the
Crop Reporters of the country hire no female labor by the day. As might
be expected, the number of farms utilizing female day workers is propor-
tionately much larger in the South and East than in other sections of the
United States. The most common number of workers, however, does not
rise above 2 in any section of the country.
The farm of the novel, with its inevitable "hired girl," seems to be any—
thing but typical in the United States of today. According to Table XIII,
only about one Crop Reporter in sixteen can boast of such an assistant to
his wife, and, for reasons previously stated, it is probable that female help is
still more rare on the average farm. In this regard no section of the country
seems to differ widely from any other. The North Central region shows the
greatest seasonal swing, indicating that the hired girl is there somewhat
more closely connected with the rush of summer work than is the case in
other sections.
An extremely small proportion of farmers' wives employ on the average
as many as two hired girls, even in the rush seasons. Among Crop Reporters'
wives in the entire United States, not even one in sixty had as many as two
female assistants hired by the week.It appears that whether or not farm











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FARMS OF CROP REPORTERS FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF

















































3 ""4 261 378 470 347 374
4 ""6 271 372 533 363 411
6 "" 10 147 205 319 233 208
10 and over 120 160 233 169 162














None 326 226 166 277 210
Under 1 41 60 82 51 56
1 up to 2 187 188 168 173 188
2 ""3 84 113 117 84 115
3 ""4 37 56 69 50 59
4 ""6 41 52 67 53 61
6 "" 10 14 25 43 29 26
10 and over 11 20 29 24 25
Total.. 741 740 741 741 740
None 274 198 153 211 192






















































































































































































Total ....1,810 1,811 1,8091,810 1,81042
xx— (coNT.)
FARMS OF CROP REPORTERS THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
























































































































































































































































































































































FARMS OF CROP REPORTERS FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF FEMALE































































































































































































































































































































































FARMS OF CROP REPORTERS FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF FEMALE
EMPLOYEES HIRED BY THE DAY ON EACH
AVERAGE NUMBER OF FARMS
GEOGRAPH- NUMBER
ICAL PER FARM 1920 1921 1922
SECTION DURING FirstSecondThirdFourthSecond First
QUARTERquarterquarterquarterquarterquarterquarter
None 824 783 789 812 792 829
Under 1 22 38 31 30 32 20
1 up to2 56 64 68 56 60 56
2 ""3 18 21 18 19 23 17
SoUTH 3 ""4 9 15 12 8 13 11
ATLANTIC 4""6 11 15 16 11 14 6""10 9 7 7 8 12 5
10and over 6 12 14 11 9 6




































































































































































































































































FARMS OF CROP REPORTERS FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF
























































































































































































































































































































































FARMS OF CROP REPORTERS FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF
































































































































































































































































Under 1 lupto 2
2 " 3
3(1(14
4
(C CC6
6 "10
10 and over
Total
First
quarter
893
4
41
8
3
2
1
3
955
1,011
3
39
S
3
4
2
1
1,071
885
4
17
5
2
0
3
3
919
504
2
12
1
0
0
0
0
519
312
0
16
1
0
0
0
0
329
883
3
3
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
3
3
(1 CC4
4 6
6 "" 10
10 and over
Total...